Translation is an endeavour to automate all or part of the process of translation from one language to another. In general, translation is a complex task, which aims at preserving the semantic and stylistic equivalents of the source language texts into the target language texts. The most problematic area in manual and machine translation is the lexicon and the role it plays according to the context to create deviations. There are also cases where deviations occur owing to the divergence -one of the complex areas of investigation in translation. Divergence in translation normally arises when the sentences in the source language are realized differently in the target language. This paper seeks to discuss some of the major divergences that observed in English to Bengali translation. It also investigates how the different linguistic and extralinguistic constraints can play decisive roles in translation, resulting in divergences and other issues. The primary objective of this paper is to understand the types of divergence problems that operate behind English to Bengali translation the study of which is still in a state of its infancy. Proper identification and understanding of these problems are important in both manual and machine translation. Moreover, resolution of these problems is a pre-requisite for designing a robust machine translation system between the languages considered for the present study.
Introduction
Divergence occurs when the sentences of the source language are not translated properly into similar forms in the target language. This is a common problem in translation between any two natural languages. In case of Machine Translation (MT), it is a complex phenomenon, and therefore, it is important to identify and categorize the divergences and solve these so that a system can generate accurate translation outputs in the target language.
Translational divergences occur at different levels and affect the overall quality of a translation. The present paper aims at providing a synoptic account on translational divergences as noted in Dorr (1994) with close reference to English-to-Bengali translation. It presents a brief account on the patterns of divergences that may arise in translation and provides some solutions to overcome the barriers.
The reason behind divergence mostly lies in incompatibility of one language with the other. This is a common phenomenon for all natural languages. There are situations when sentences in the source language need to be translated in entirely different forms in the target language. This makes the task of both manual and machine translation a difficult enterprise. A comprehensive study on divergence patterns, therefore, becomes necessary for designing an effective system of translation.
It has been argued that certain types of divergence are universal in the sense that they exist in all languages whereas some other types of divergence are specific to a particular pair of languages (Dorr 1994 ). It will be a useful contribution if one investigates the patterns and types of divergence across languages and language types as proper identification of the patterns and types will invariably enhance the performance level of a system as well as will increase the rate of accuracy in translation. Based on this hypothesis, in this paper we have tried to identify types of divergence noted in English-to-Bengali translation and locate the key elements that cause divergence in translation between the languages. developed in different directions and manners. Owing to large and long spatio-temporal differences across centuries, they now differ in many respects with regard to their surface forms, content, and composition. At present, they present a rich pool of data and information for the study of translational divergence registered in their forms and expressions. The present paper intends to harvest on this particular area of investigation keeping in mind their functional relevance in both manual and machine translation.
Till date considerable amount of research have been carried out on the nature and patterns of translational divergence between English and Hindi (Gupta and Chatterjee 2003 , Goyal, Gupta and Chatterjee 2004 , Sinha and Thakur 2004 , Sinha and Thakur 2005a , Sinha and Thakur 2005b . Based on this studies efforts are made for developing automatic translation systems between this language pair: English and Hindi (Dave, Parikh and Bhattachrayya 2002) . Perhaps no such studies have been made yet to understand the nature and patterns of divergence between English and Bengali although we observed that the amount of manual translation from English to Bengali is almost equal to that of English to Hindi. Therefore, keeping this requirement in sight we have tried to explore and understand the areas of divergence in translation between the languages.
In the following sections, we have tried to formalize the divergence types and patterns; observed how these divergences arise from different lexico-syntactic factors; and how we can address these issues keeping in mind various linguistic and extralinguistic factors embedded within respective languages. The functional relevance of the present study may be attested in manual and machine translation as well as in the acts of designing courses for teaching translation methods to the students and the professionals (Arnold et al. 1994) . However, before that we need to understand what does translation mean and what are its basic goals of in the present world of information explosion and knowledge sharing.
What is Translation?
By simple definition, translation is an act of interpretation of meaning of a text in one language and subsequent production of an equivalent or nearly equivalent text in another language that is able to yield the same message found in the source language. Etymologically translation means 'bring across' or 'carry across'. The term is derived from Latin translatum meaning 'transfer'. The form transfer is again derived from trans 'across' and ferre 'to carry/bring'. The Greek word translation is metaphrasis meaning 'speaking across'. This has generated a new English word metaphase meaning 'literal translation' or 'word-for-word translation'. It has also produced another term in English paraphrase (< Gk. paraphrasis) 'saying in other words'. While metaphrase indicates formal equivalence, paraphrase implies dynamic equivalence between the language pairs (Kasparek 1983: 83) .
In practice, translation is a technique in which a translator takes input in the form of full sentences from the source language at a time and generates corresponding full sentences in the target language. The art of translation is as old as written literature. In almost all major languages, translation is treated as one of the most common methods of borrowing ideas and information from the neighbouring or distant languages. Therefore, it can be argued that translation from one language to another is one of oldest domains of applied linguistics in which people have been involved in the act of transferring information, ideas, and knowledge from one language to another (verbally or in written mode) to address their needs of various domains of knowledge. Translation has evolved over the centuries as an important profession as well as a discipline of theoretical and practical investigation.
Goal of Translation
In the present era of information exchange translation is treated as one of the key strategies that have can lasting impact on global information sharing, multilingual information interchange, cross-cultural knowledge sharing, and multilingual communication. A translator becomes an actor in the platform of cross-disciplinary knowledge exchange that registers huge functional relevance in global commerce and social progress.
In the context of knowledge-based society the question that stands tall is: why do we need to translate texts from one language to another when the possibility of sharing data and information though one or two major languages becoming the norm of the societies? Keeping aside the implication of linguistic imperialism hidden in this argument, we can identify the following reasons that motivate us to translate texts from one language to another:
The world of humanities, science and technology, and commerce and medicine requires accurate translation of information from one language to another.
(b) Translation becomes necessary in those situations where there is real paucity in useful knowledge texts in languages.
(c) Translation helps to promote international co-operation through sharing of information meant for global access.
(d) Translation removes language barriers through immediate transfer of scientific, medical, agricultural, and technical information to the deserving people.
(e) Translation of news and information is useful to address the rapid growth of internet, globalization, and localization.
(f) In a multilingual country like India language barriers are dissolved through translation that enhances nationwide communication.
(g) In World Wide Web there are more than million sites containing materials of different kinds in different languages. These materials are waiting to be translated for global access and utilization.
(h) Demands for linguistic singularity, expansion of multilingualism, growth of literacy and readership, globalization of information, etc. also justify the needs for translation.
(i) Translation is required for pure theoretical and applied research and for the purpose of commercial reasons.
Translation methods, during last thousand years, have undergone many modifications in goals and strategies. In each situation the prime objective has been to generate texts in the target language which may be accepted as maximally accurate and effective. The huge amount of text already translated as well as the mammoth amount of text still waiting to be translated urge for looking into the existing methods of translation as well as devising more useful and accurate methods of translation that can rightly account for the new types of text as well as new linguistic features reflected in the languages.
New Turn in the Journey
The availability of large digital as well as processed language corpora offers promising resources for developing new methods and processes for translation. Modern computers and text processing techniques may be used to access these corpora to elicit new properties from languages as well as for designing new methods of translation based on content or type of texts. This new approach becomes necessary, as it is understood that the methods and approaches used so far in the traditional approach of translation have lost much of their functional significance in modern text translation. Moreover, it is understood that methods and strategies of translation of scientific and technical text need to be different from methods and strategies used in translation of imaginative and literary texts. This argument also stands justified for translation of media texts, medical texts, commercial texts, and legal texts, etc.
It is already understood that translation is not a simple form-to-from (e.g., word to word) or frame-to-frame (i.e., phrase to phrase or sentence to sentence) replacement of texts (or part of it) form one language to another. By its default definition, it inherently demands for a kind of assurance that the texts of the source language are produced in the target language in such a manner that the translations are accepted as grammatically correct, linguistically valid, cognitively coherent, and conceptually acceptable. Moreover, the outputs in the target language should be nearest to the source language -in both sense and content -if not identical. Information embedded within the source language should not be lost in the target language and, reversely, no extra information, which was not originally present in the source language, should be tagged in the target language.
Obviously, there are many obstacles in the path of achieving high rate of accuracy in translation. These obstacles come not only from the areas of morphology, lexicology, syntax, and semantics, but also from the world of pragmatics, discourse, culture, history and geography. That means the task of translation asks for a kind of cognitive approximation between the languages where the goal is to find out ways and means to get as close as possible between the languages used in translation in as many ways as feasible.
The goal may be achieved through a long process of trial and error, since it requires regular evaluation of translation outputs, identification of translational errors, careful correction of errors, rigorous training of translators, modification of previous experiences, and augmentation of relevant linguistic knowledgebase. No doubt, the path is full of thorns. Yet it is tantalizing because it throws up challenges before us who want to achieve success in this area.
In recent years, it is observed that thousands of literary and non-literary texts are being translated in great enthusiasm across languages. To address diverse needs of translation amateur people in collaboration with professionals have taken part in this profitable and commercially viable enterprise. Also computer is introduced in the arena of online translation -one of the latest trends, which have been largely successful due to advancements made in computer technology, corpus linguistics, translation studies, language technology, and translation technology. This success, although partial, is achieved through active involvement of large number of
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Advantages of Translation
There are several advantages of translation. The direct advantage is that through this process knowledge, information and ideas of one language are transmitted to the people of another language. On the other hand, the indirect advantage is that through translation people of one language get scope to learn about the life, living, beliefs, history, geography, and culture of people of another language. Although such advantages are mostly noted in case of translation of literary and cultural texts related to history, culture, tradition, and other socio-cultural aspects, translation of non-literary and scientific texts generates large amount information and knowledge that contribute for the growth of collective wisdom of the target language community. In the present context of globalization of information and knowledge sharing, translation -both manual and automaticoccupies an important position in information exchange and knowledge building.
Since translation of literary and non-literary texts are involved in knowledge transfer, the issues related to translation and interpretation of texts as well as problems of translation of information and ideas occupy the centre of our attention. We, therefore, need to make serious attempts to understand types and techniques used so far in the work of translation and focus our attention on the goals of representing the content of a text of one language into another by different processes of translation that can serve purposes in the most suitable manners. The entire enterprise stands on successful realization of the basic truth that getting knowledge and information transferred accurately from one language to another is the main priority of translation and people across languages of the world are toiling hard to achieve this goal.
In essence, an authentic translation must take into account several constraints including the followings: While translation of scientific text often suffers from 'information deficiency syndrome' (in which the load of information of the source text is not adequately transferred to the target text), the translation of literary text often suffers from 'spilling over syndrome' (in which the idioms and fixed expressions used in the source text often proliferate into the target text). This generates a new set of lexical stock and other linguistic resources in the target language and these are made capable of expressing new ideas, concepts, and information obtained from the source language. For instance, a translation of English cultural text into Bengali generates a new text in Bengali as well as a set of new words, terms, idioms and phrases, which may or may not be conceptually identical to the objects and concepts of the source language.
Various theories and models are recommended over the centuries for providing solutions to the problems of translation. Similarly, many new techniques are proposed and implemented to deal with different linguistic problems and issues often faced in translation. As most of the problems are not yet solved for the benefit of the people engaged in translation English to Bengali, there is a rationale to address these issues with new set of examples and observations that may contribute in better comprehension of the problems and developing suitable strategies for overcoming these hurdles. In the following section, we refer to some of these problems, which are related to the patterns of divergence as defined in Dorr (1994) .
Divergence in Translation
Translation is a highly complex task. It aims at preserving semantic and stylistic equivalents of the source text into the target text. The most problematic area in translation is the lexicon and the role it plays in the act of creating deviations in sense and reference based on the context of its occurrence in texts. Similar observation 2013 stands valid for compound words, idioms and phrases -which also show semantic deviations in accordance with their usages in different kinds of text.
There are also cases where deviations occur owing to divergence -one of the complex areas of investigation in translation. Divergence in translation arises when the sentences in source language are realized in a different manner in the target language. It is necessary to understand how different linguistic and extralinguistic constraints play decisive roles in translation resulting in divergences and other issues. Proper identification and understanding these problems are important in both manual and machine translation. Moreover, resolution of such problems is a pre-requisite for generating good translation in target language.
Divergences occur at different levels and severely affect the quality of a translation. Dorr (1994) proposes ways to look into this aspect of translation in minute details between any two languages involved in translation. Based on this we focus on various divergences observed in English-to-Bengali translation as well as explore other issues related to problems that arise in translation between languages.
The underlying principles for divergences are attributed to those cases where the basic concept of a sentence in the source language is expressed and distributed over different words or a series of different words in the target language (Dash 2004) . As a language-dependent phenomenon, divergence may affect quality of a translation and reduce authenticity of a translated text. Although all types of translational divergence are not observed in all language pairs used in translation, certainly there are some translation problems, which may be considered universal and true to all language pairs.
Based on large number of empirical examples found in English, Spanish, and German corpora, Dorr (1993) has classified divergences into two broad types and defined them accordingly:
(a) Syntactic Divergence, and (b) Lexical-semantic Divergence.
Syntactic Divergence
Syntactic divergence relates to the sentential properties associated with each language and these are usually independent of the actual lexical items used in the sentence. Dorr (1993) records the following types of syntactic divergence that may arise from structural and syntactic aspects of source and target language texts. Besides these major syntactic divergences, there are some minor divergence types, such as, movement divergence, dative divergence, etc., which are not so frequent in usage in language (Dorr, Ayan and Habash 2004) .
Lexical-Semantic Divergence
Lexical-semantic divergence refers to those cases that are determined lexically. These are characterized by certain linguistic properties, which may be attributed to the lexicon itself (Gupta and Chatterjee 2001) . There are seven sub-types of lexical-semantic divergence that includes conflational divergence, structural divergence, categorical divergence, promotional, demotional divergence, thematic divergence, and lexical divergence (Dorr 1993) . Later, they are reorganized as six major types, such as, light-verb construction, manner conflation, head-swapping, thematic divergence, categorical divergence, and structural divergence (Dorr 2002) . These are discussed in brief in the following sub-sections with reference to English to Bengali translation.
Conflational Divergence
Conflational divergence is a process of incorporation of components that are necessary to express the appropriate sense of the verb of the source language into the target language. In reality, it is the translation of a single word unit of the source language into two or more words in the target language, which may include combination of a 'light-verb' and another meaning-bearing element in the target language. The source of this kind of divergence lies in the variation in selection of verbs in the source language and in the target language. Consider, for instance, the English verb stab, which is often cited as the most elegant example of this kind. (1b) Bengali: se Janke churi diye mārla.
(1c) Bengali: Se Janke churi mārla.
In the above example (1a), English verb stab is a single word unit, which carries the entire meaning of an action clubbed with information of tense and aspect. This single word unit is translated into Bengali as a combination of a string of words as churi diye mārlā (1b), since Bengali does not have a single-word unit equivalent to the English word stab. Therefore, when the English verb incorporates an instrumental adjunct within it, Bengali uses an explicit instrumental case marker (i.e., diye) to produce an equivalent translation for the English sentence.
However, the English word stab can also be translated into Bengali as churi mārlā (1c) where the instrumental case marker diye is removed from the word pair churi mārlā. This is possible because deletion of the instrumental case marker diye does not hamper the role of churi, which acts as an instrument in the act of killing. The manner of divergence in the Bengali translation can be expressed through the following diagram (Fig. 1) .
Eng: Structural divergence is the realization of the verbal object as a Noun Phrase (NP) in the source language and as Prepositional Phrase (PP) in the target language and vice-versa. Here the incorporated arguments like subject and object of the source language are often realized as the PP in the target language, and such mismatches in translation arise due to introduction or elimination of function words (i.e., prepositions). For instance, consider the following example:
(2a) English: John entered the house.
(2b) Bengali: Jan gharer madhye prabeś karla.
(2c) Bengali: Jan ghare ḍhukla.
The English verbal object house (2a) is realized as a noun phrase, which is, in actuality, a part of the PP (into the house). However, due to absence of the preposition (i.e., into), the phrase the house is realized as a NP, which is, however, rendered into Bengali as a postpositional phrase (i.e., gharer madhye).
In Bengali, most of the arguments and adjunct NPs of the verb are realized with an overt postposition, whereas in English these are often represented as simple NPs. Thus, a Bengali output sentence structurally deviates from the English sentence in translation in a rule-based manner: a verbal object is a NP in English, but a postpositional phrase in Bengali.
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Categorical Divergence
Categorical divergence is characterized by the use of different parts-of-speech in the source language as well as in the target language. It arises when part-of-speech of a word in the source language changes during the process of translation to generate an entirely different lexical category of words in the target language. In such a case, the mismatch in translation normally occurs due to the change in the parts-of-speech of words of the concerned languages.
(3a) English: I am hungry.
(3b) Bengali: āmār khide peyeche.
(3c) Bengali: āmi k ṣudhārta.
In the English sentence (3a) the predicate hungry is an adjective, which is translated into Bengali as a noun (i.e., khide) as shown above (3b). Although this type of divergence is quite common in translation from English to Bengali, the interesting thing is that such divergence is possible to avoid if the English sentence is translated into Bengali as āmi kṣudhārta, where a new feature does arise. The English adjective remains an adjective in Bengali, but the copula (i.e., am) of the English sentence becomes null in Bengali.
Promotional Divergence
Promotional divergence refers to the promotion of a logical modifier of the source language to the head position in translation in the target language. Due to this reason, it is called Head Swapping Divergence in which a modifier is realized as an adverbial phrase in the source language but as a main verb in the target language. It implies that an adverbial element in the source language is exposed by a verbal element in the target language. Consider the following example:
(4a) English: Mary usually comes here.
(4b) Bengali: prāyi Meri ekhāne āse.
(4c) Bengali: Meri prāyi ekhāne āse.
(4d) Bengali: ekhāne Meri prāyi āse.
In English sentence (4a), the modifier usually has been used as an adverbial phrase, which has been shifted to the head position in Bengali translation (4b). Alternatively, we can have also a Bengali translation like Meri prāyi ekhāne āse (4c) and ekhāne Meri prāyi āse (4d) where the position of the modifier can be kept unchanged without affecting the meaning of the sentence. Therefore, in these cases, at least, there is no promotional divergence between the two languages.
On the other hand, for an English sentence like The discussion is on, the possible Bengali translation will be ālocanā calche. In this example, the English modifier on is an adverb, but has been realized as a main verb (i.e., calche) in the Bengali translation.
Demotional Divergence
Here the reverse process takes place when the main verb (i.e., likes) of an English sentence (5a) is realized as a noun in Bengali translation (5b) as the following example reveals. This kind of divergence is normally characterized by demotion of a head verb to a modifier position as the following examples show.
(5a) English: He likes to eat sweets.
(5b) Bengali: se miṣṭi khete pachanda kare.
(5c) Bengali: se miṣṭi khete bhālobāse.
While the form like is used as a main verb in English, it is used as a noun (i.e., pachanda) in Bengali translation (5b). However, the absence of a primary verb in the Bengali sentence is made up with addition of a helping verb karā 'to do' with the noun and this verb carries appropriate tense, person, and number information to become maximally equivalent in translation to the sentence of the source language.
Another interesting example demotional divergence in translation from English to Bengali can be revealed in an English sentence like It suffices, which is translated in Bengali as eṭāi ýatheṣṭa. This shows that while in English Vol. 3, No. 1; 2013 sentence the word suffices is used as a main verb, it is used as an adjectival modifier (e.g., ýatheṣṭa) in Bengali translation.
Lexical Divergence
This type of divergence arises due to absence of an exact translation map between the source and the target language. For instance, a word in an English sentence given below (6a) deviates from its literal translation of a word in the Bengali sentence (6b). Such lexical mismatches are attributed to lexeme-phrase substitution or lexical fusion.
(6a) English: Dacoits broke into the house.
(6b) Bengali: ḍākāterā jor kare ghare ḍhukla.
(6c) Bengali: ḍākāterā darjā bheṅge ghare ḍhukla. On the other hand, if slight change is made in the structure of the English sentence, as in, The lady ran into her old friend, the appropriate Bengali translation may be purāṇo bondhur sāthe mahilāṭir haṭhāt dekhā haye gela.
In the English sentence run also occurs here as a main verb but with as a member of a group verb with an idiomatic sense. Therefore, in Bengali translation one has to use a phrase like dekhā hala or dekhā haye gela for capturing the suddenness of an unexpected encounter of the agent of the sentence.
In both the cases the most striking thing is that in Bengali translation the English phrasal verb runs into has been realized by two different verb forms in Bengali (i.e., ḍhuke paṛla or dekhā hala) for expressing the meaning of the English sentences and in both cases different adverbial forms (i.e., dauṛe ese and haṭhāt) have been used as supporting sense-expressing elements. This implies that divergence not only relates to differences in lexical mapping but also differences in structural mapping between the two languages.
Thematic Divergence
Thematic divergence occurs when the argument of a verb exchanges its thematic role from one language to another (Habash 2002) . Therefore, thematic divergence is characterized by a kind of divergence that arises from differences in realization of argument structure of a verb in the source and the target language (Jackendoff 1983 , Lytinen and Schank 1982 , Schank and Abelson 1977 . Such mismatch in thematic roles arises in translation due to the event of syntactic actant permutation, as the following examples show.
(7a) English: I like Liza.
(7b) Bengali: āmi lijāke pachanda kari.
(7c) Bengali: āmār lijāke bhālo lāge.
In the English sentence (7a), the theme of the sentence is the object (i.e., Liza) of the verb (i.e., like). In Bengali one can have two alternative translations. In the first case (7a), one can have almost equal translation, where there is no change in the role of the object of the verb (i.e., pachanda kari), although word-order of the sentence is changed from SOV to SVO. In the second case (7b), however, the subject āmi changes into its possessive form (i.e., āmār) and a new compound verb (i.e., bhālo lāge) is introduced to capture the basic sense of the English sentence, while the object remains unchanged in its role in the sentence. Thematically, however, there is notable change in the translation. While in the first Bengali translation (7a) āmi is used in direct case as an agent of the action; in the second sentence (7b), āmār is used in oblique case as an experiencer. Thus, the object of the verb in English becomes the subject of the main verb in Bengali, while the subject of the English sentence becomes just an experiencer in the Bengali translation. 
Beyond Divergence
The discussions presented above show that there are at least seven major sub-types of lexical-semantic divergence, which are quite normal and natural with regard to translation from English to Bengali. These divergences, therefore, need to be attested and addressed carefully at the time of translating English texts in Bengali. In manual translation, a translator can adopt a suitable approach or strategy based on the content, type, and context of texts of the source language to accomplish the goal. On the other hand, in case of machine translation, a rule-based approach (vis-à-vis) algorithm may be required as an alternative to deal with the sentences containing such divergences (Dash 2009) .
After looking at the types of divergence cited above, we argue that while existing types explain certain divergences relating to English-to-Bengali translation, there are other translational divergences, which also seek close investigation and analysis for developing well-investigated rules and strategies for fruitful translation between the languages. We have classified these divergences into three broad types:
(a) Syntactic problems: These relate to structure of sentences, (b) Lexical problems: These relate to usage and choice of words, and (c) Semantic-cum-sociocultural problems: These relate to meaning of words and unique cultural aspects of respective languages.
Minute analysis if examples show that most of the problems are related to word order, phrase order, use of particle, determiner, temporal expression, replicative words, lexical choice, echo words, reduplication, honorification, pleonastic usage, and pleonastic marker, etc. Due to limitation of space, these are not discussed here but are elaborated elsewhere in details with reference to examples obtained from English and Bengali language corpora (Dash 2012) .
Although there are many explicit cases of divergence from English to Bengali translation, the issues that are addressed in this paper, cannot be ignored in the works of manual and machine translation. Arguably, the different types of problems presented here cannot be explained and accounted for just by referring to the existing types of divergence and convergence discussed at length in literatures of translation. We need to find out different methods and solutions to solve these problems.
Conclusion
Some important types of divergence related to translation from English to Bengali are discussed in this paper keeping in mind both manual and machine translation from English to Bengali. Following the works of Dorr (1993 Dorr ( , 1994 and other works broadly related to this area (Dave et al. 2001 , Gupta et al. 2003 , Sinha and Thakur 2005 , we have tried to explain how various types of divergence will crop up when one tries to translate English sentences into Bengali.
The paper mainly talks about the problems and limitations of translation from the structural point of view. It explains different patterns of occurrences across the languages considered for this phenomenon. There are also problems relating to cultural transmission, which are manifested in case of selection of the optimal construction among the possible and equally competing choices. Several early studies have referred to these problems as well as suggested various explanations relating to the structural limitations or constraints of the source and target languages -as the case may be in different contextual frames (Lytinen and Schank 1982, Schank and Abelson 1977) . This paper, due to its specific goal, has not tried to address these issues and problems.
The examples presented here are simple sentences, which are, in essence, comparatively less complex than the complex sentences; but analysis of which are essential for gathering insights and guidelines for dealing with complex sentences. This paper is just a tip of the iceberg, which we want to measure with a distant goal for developing automatic translation strategies from English to Bengali. This study may also help us in our final mission for developing systems for automatic or human aided machine translation system between the languages.
This paper hopes to open up new avenues for future research in the area of translation divergence between English and
Bengali not yet been studied in close details. We can also think of initiating similar studies between Hindi and Bengali to recognize as well as understand what kinds of problem, divergence, and convergence exist between the languages. Once we succeed to address these problems, then developing a translation system from Hindi to Bengali (or vice versa) cannot be a distant dream. What is clearly realized is that translation is a complex process where identification of patterns, classification of divergence and convergence, and finding out appropriate solutions are much-needed requirements for facilitating the process of translation -both manual and automatic.
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